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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

• Passive 3-way floor-standing speakers
• 2x 25cm (10”) woofers, 1x 15cm (6.5”) medium driver,  

1x 2.6cm (1”) softdome tweeter
• Front laminar port bass reflex design
• Full aluminium construction
• 4 independent chambers
• Phase coherent crossover employing high grade, audiophile components 
• Frequency response: 28Hz to 35kHz
• Sensitivity: 94dB SPL, half space
• Power handling: 200W RMS, 400W Peak
• Minimum recommended power: 20W
• Nominal impedance: 8 Ohms (minimum 3 Ohms)
• Dimensions: Height 120cm (47.2”) x Width 28cm (11”) x Depth 38cm (15”)
• Weight: 100kg (220.5lbs) each, 130kg (286.6lbs) for the Signature version
• Available in metallic Light Grey or Dark Grey with black front and rear
• Warranty: 5 years

Custom options
• Full Black, Ivory or Mocca with black front and rear
• Special Edition SE available with upgraded, ultimate components - crossover, 

internal wiring and Reference binding posts allowing bi-wiring
• Signature by JC Gaberel, with external crossover, front leather baffle, massive 

aluminium platform, dedicated internal wiring and special tuning for each driver

Size matters when it comes to convincing musical performance. 
The Alumine Five might not look particularly large, but our 
thin-wall cabinet technology makes it much larger than it 
looks; larger than competing speakers that appear the same 
size; large enough to deliver convincing musical scale, weight 
and impact, dimensionality, dynamics and presence. 
 
Yet, at the same time, its elegant, Golden Ratio proportions, 
high-sensitivity, light-touch, phase coherent crossover and 
highly refined drivers deliver the immediacy, intimacy and 
musical nuance that bring performers and their performances 
to life. As easy to drive and accommodate as it is to enjoy, the 
largest speaker in the Alumine line is a match for any system 
and any musical challenge, large or small. 

By combining traditional, organic driver materials, sophisticated 
magnet assemblies and advanced coatings with an exactingly 
executed crossover and high-tech cabinet design, we deliver 
the best of both worlds: the timing, dynamics, tonality and 
harmonics of the great monitors; the bandwidth, linearity and 
musical clarity of the most modern designs. 
 
 

Sophisticated low-volume damping materials maintain dynamic 
range and musical expression; precision stainless steel spikes 
aid and maintain perfect installation and alignment. Through 
Swiss engineering, we allow the lessons of the past to meet the 
materials and technologies of the future, in a perfect physical 
and artistic symbiosis. 

The Alumine Five is available in three versions: standard, 
Special Edition (with enhanced crossover components, 
connectors and internal wiring) or the exclusive Signature 
model. No speaker in its size or price category can match the 
Five’s remarkable balance of musical virtues. Few speakers, 
regardless of price, can match its musical coherence and 
effortless communication. Little wonder that The Absolute 
Sound dubbed it its Overall Product of the Year 2023, an award 
not just limited to speakers.

Dynamic and delicate, intimate and immediate – the Alumine 
Five brings your music alive.

Your music, live

Achieving the perfect balance


